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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0062260A2] 1. A mill saw blade holder (2, 3) with a mill saw blade (1) which may be introduced into the mill saw blade holder by a plug-
in motion of insertion and carries at the edges (1') at the ends fillets (4) fastened on both sides, which starting from the toothed edge (1"') of the
saw blade extend in the direction of the width of the saw blade and have bearing surfaces (4') which bear against counter-surfaces (2') in a mill saw
blade holder box (2), characterized in that the fillets (4) are contained inside the holder box (2), that the fillets (4) in a manner in itself known may
be relocated in the direction (x) transverse to the rear edge (1") of the saw blade in a row of holes (5) extending across the whole width of the saw
blade, and that the fillets may by a length which corresponds approximately with the residual width of a saw blade (1) which has been sharpened
down by the maximum amount, be brought by their endfaces (8) next the rear edge (1") of the saw blade, into contact with a stop (7) which is
provided in the holder box (2) and the distance of which from the front edge (9) of the holder box corresponds approximately with the length of a fillet
(4).
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